Introduction
• Acoustic unit discovery (AUD) ◮ Learning AUs (phonetic inventory) from raw speech ◮ Unsupervised training of generative model ◮ SOTA: GMM/HMM
• Known from ASR: Superiority of DNNs over GMMs ◮ But: Discriminative DNNs not transferable to AUD
• Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [1] ◮ Deep generative model ◮ Sophisticated data distribution modeling by DNN ◮ Efficient variational inference by DNN
• Here: Marrying VAE with HMM for AUD with sophisticated emission distribution modeling VAE • Given: arbitrary distributed observations y • Assuming: simply structured latent codes x ∼ N (0, I) • Modeling observations by decoder f (x; δ) and Gaussian observation noise v:
• Modeling temporal correlations by HMM:
Inference & Training 
